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The Daily Tuesday, Nov. 25, t 980 
Eastern News 
Eastern Illinois University I Charleston, Ill./ Vol. 88, No. 86/12 Pages · 
will· be sunny, cold, with highs 
· around 40. Fair, cold tuesday night 
with lows around 20. 
Edgar appears choice for Secretary of State 
by Sandy Young · the door open for Edgar. 
· 
Springfield to announce Dixon's 
Eastern graduate and former 53rd Edgar, currently Gov .  Jim successor. 
�strict representative Jim Edgar is Thompson's legislative liaison, and Both Thompson and Edgar were 
wnsider.ed the major candidate to fill Ryan were considered the .major unavailable for comment. 
· 
the position of Illinois Secretary of contenders to fill the position to be "I have every reason to believe that 
State, Springfield sources indicated vacated by Alan Dixon Jan. 5, the the governor will announce tomorrow 
Monday night. Associated Press reported. Dixon was that Jim Edgar will (fill the position)," 
House Minority Leader . George el�cted to the U.S. Senate Nov. 4. Herb Brooks, who was Coles County 
Ryan's announcement Monday that he · Thompson is holding a press Republican Chairman during Edgar's 
would not accept the position has left conference at 11 a.m. Tuesday in term� as a legislator, said Monday 
Illinois Senate denies 
additional 1s.sc·tunds 
by Linda Chamesky 
The Illinois Senate voted Friday not 
to give the Illinois State Scholarship 
Commission more funds to finish' out 
the 1980-81 year, despite a $5 .3 million 
recommendation by the Illinois Board 
of Higher Education, 
"The bill is now legally dead," Sen. 
evemng. 
Brooks said Ryan's announcement 
"may have something to do with 
it-but I don't think that's it 
altogether. 
Mike Walters, Ryan's press 
secretary, said Ryan announced he 
would not accept the position because 
"it was in the best interest of the 
people of Illinois." 
· 
But Walters said Ryan is now 
considering the position of Speaker of 
the Illinois House. 
Other candidates being considered as 
c�ntenders to· fill the positi�n of 
Jim Ed'gar 
Secretary· of State include U.S. Senator 
Thomas Corcoran and state · Sens. 
James Philip, R-Elmhurst and Adeline 
Geokaris, R-Zion. 
Max Coffey, R-Charleston, said 
Monday. 
Coffey, a supporter of the $5.3 
million in supplementary funds, said 
the refusal by the·legislature to pass the 
bill was an indication that the ISSC is 
not handling its funds correctly. 
He explained t}\at the action taken 
by the Senate does not affect those 
students who applied for ISSC before 
Aug. 28, when the ISSC ran out of 
funds for the 1980-81 year. But, Flynn 
said, those students who did not get 
their applications in to the ISSC before 
Aug. 28,."probably won't get anything 
at all." 
"Some kids will get picked up for 
next semester but I'm not really sure 
what they (ISSC) will do," he said. 
He said those students who do not 
receive scholarship money will have to 
rely on the Basic Educational 
Opportunity Grant or a guaranteed 
loan, . because campus funds are 
*!xhausted. 
Absent senators may have· 
nixed sa·1ary veto override 
enough support to pass the bill, he did 
not ask for an official vote. Voting 
records · are not kept unless the vote 
taken is official. 
"I think the vote was based on how · 
sloppily the legislature thinks the ISSC 
is run," Coffey said. 
The ISSC was warned last year 
about t>udget�ns !ts. mo!!_�y_af�!.)t returned three times to the legislature 
for funds, and once again ·this year it 
(ISSC) was back asking for more 
JDoney, Coffey said; 
Also, Coffey said the fact that Gov. 
Jim _Thompson did not support more 
fun�s did not help the ISSC's cause 
any. 
John Flynn, Eastern's associate 
financical aid director, said he is " not 
lurprised" by the action taken by the. 
Illinois Senate on Friday. · · 
Flynn also explained that the 
legislature probably "had enough" of 
the ISSC continually coming back for 
funds. 
Flynn said he has no way of knowing 
how many Eastern students will be 
affected by the refusal of the 
legislature to grant more money to the 
IS SC, but he said a good estimate 
would be about 100 students. 
. 
" ' 
He did explain however, that the 
ISSC � Hi. trouble finapc�ally \. .. �ven 
more so now that the bill failed to pass, 
and next year it will probably resort to 
a system based on unmet need. 
Such a proposal, sponsored by a 
committee of the IBHE, says that 
students having an unmet need of $400 
or less (as established by the ISSC) will 
have their awards set at a minimum 
1 and maximum level, with the actual 
amount of the award remaining 
uncertain until the ISSC receives it 
budget. 
Flynn said this would result in 
students at public universities receiving 
less money because they have a lower 
unmet need than that of students at 
private universities: , 
Ralph Godzicki, assistant executive 
director of the ISSC, was not available 
for comment late Monday on the 
ISSC's future plans. 
by Linda Fraembs · 
Three Democratic Illinois. senators 
who were absent' from an override vote 
of a faculty salary increase bill may 
have accounted for· the override 
failing, a faculty· union representative 
said. 
The bill, which would have given 
state university faculty an additional . 9 
percent increase from the 7 .6 percent 
increase passed by Gov. James 
Thompson, failed to pass the Illinois 
Senate by three votes. 
Richard Dulka, legislative director· 
of the University Professionals of 
Illinois, who acted as the override drive 
coordinator for all Board of Governors 
schools, was lobbying in Springfield at 
the time the vote was taken. 
"I'm quite sure they (the senators 
who were absent) were all yes votes," 
he said. . 
Dulka said the names of the three 
senators can not be obtained because 
the sponsor of the bill, Sen. Kenneth 
Buzbee, only asked for a straw vote to 
see how the vote would be likely to turn 
out. Because that vote did not show 
. , 
These computer management majors spen.t most of·their free time before class. (News photo by Kelvin Blanks) 
Thanksgiving Break frantically working on programs for an advanced cobol 
·If the senators were present and had 
voted to . override the veto as Dulka 
predicted, the bill would have passed 
and moved on to the Illinois House. 
However, the bill is now dead since it 
failed to pass in the Senate. 
Dulka said the reason many senators 
voted not to override Thompson's veto 
was because "the governor was 
applying· tremendous pressure, 
especially on the Republicans, to keep 
within his budgeting guidelines. ' '  
Dulka also said the bill might have 
failed to -pass because "the sponsors 
didn't get their act togeth�r quick 
enough." . 
He explained that the sponsors of 
the bill should have ·concentrated on 
getting support from the other senators 
instead of trying to compromise with 
Thompson. 
Although at one point the govern.or 
proposed a three-year plan for salary 
(See AR5ENr, page 1) 
Tuesday's (AP) News shorts 
The Dally Eastern News 
Cook county board presid 
rules against abortions 
2 
MGM basement pumped 
in final body search 
LAS VEGAS, Nev.-Making their final search 
for bodies Monday, fire crews pumped 6 feet of 
water from the MGM's basement and workmen 
sawed open elevators that plummeted from higher 
floors during Friday's fire. Officials said they 
doubted· the death toll would climb much beyond 
84. 
. 
The teams of men with saws went into the 
basement moments after fire crews finished 
pumping water out of the area, which housed an 
underground parking garage. 
Clark County Fire Chief Roy Parrish said a 
search of two of the final three elevator shafts 
revealed no bodies. 
Parrish, asked about a report quoting a city fire 
battalion chief that as many as 40 bodies might yet 
remain in elevator shafts, said he did not agree. 
"It does seem unlikely to me.�· Parrish said. 
Parrish pointed out that it was unlikely that 
anyone would have been in the basement at the time 
the electrical fire erupted explosively in flames at 
7: 15 a.m. PST Friday after smoldering for hours. · 
. But he added "the basement is quite large and 
there is IJ.· po:,sibiity that more bodies could be 
found .. " 
Muskie expects hostage. 
s�ttlements to be slow 
WASHINGTON-Secretary of State Edmund S. 
Muskie said Monday he does not expect a quick 
breakthrough in efforts to free the 52 Americans 
held hostage in Iran and that negotiations may be 
lengthy. 
"Our posture now is that we are holding and 
circling," he told reortets as he waited for a 
response from Tehran to U.S. proposals for a 
settlement of the 55-week crisis. 
Operating through Algerian intermediaries, the 
Carter administration two weeks ago gave Iran its 
proposals for breaking the deadloek over the 
American hostages. The U.S. proposals were a 
response to terms.set Nov. 2 by Iran. 
_ 
In Algeria, sources said Iran has requested a 
further explanation of the U.S. reply. Iranian 
officia�s said Sunday the U.S. reply was 
unsatisfactory and reports from Tehran indicate the 
Iranians wanted a "clear and explicit" yes or no 
' answer to their demands. 
"Each days wait is a disappointment," Muskie 
said. Then, projecting further delay, he said he 
does not expect a yes or no reply from Iran of a 
short-term solution. 
· 
Dead sky diver's pilot, 
airplane not identified 
ST. LOUIS-Friends of a sky diver who fell to 
his death after landing on the Gateway Arch say 
they do not know the identity of the pilot from 
whose plane he parachuted. 
The wife of Kenneth W. Swyers, 33, of Overland 
also said she knows neither the pilot's name nor the 
airport where the small aircraft had flown from. 
Millie Swyers watched Saturday as her husband, a 
veteran of more than 1,600 jumps, slid down the 
north leg of the 630-foot arch to his death. 
Because Swyers did not have permission to make 
the jump in an area considered hazardous, the pilot 
could face a fine or license suspension, a Federal 
Aviation Administration official said. 
Virginia woman reco-vering 
. as kidney transplant patient 
CHICAGO-A 37-year-old Virginia woman was 
in good condition Monday at the University fo 
Illinois Hospital recovering from what doctors 
�escribed as a successful kidney transplant. 
Marian Vaughan, Gloucester Point, Va., was 
operated on Saturday in a four-hour operation after 
st
.
ate J)Oice tracked her down Friday on a Michigan 
highway to alert her that a kidney was available for· 
transplant. 
Vaughan, a longtime diabetic, has been 
undergoing dialysis since her kidneys failed last 
February and and been awaiting a suitable kidney 
for transplant. It became available Thursday after 
a woman patient died at the University of Chicago 
hospital. 
· 
A hospital spokeswoman said . her physician 
reported Vaughan was doing "very well. She's 
been up and about and has been eating." 
. The woman is expected to remain in the hospital 
for two to three weeks, then .return daily as 
physicians try to ensure that her body doesn't reject 
the new kidney. 
CHICAGO-Cook County Board President 
George W. Dunne on Monday reiterated his order 
banning abortions at County Hospital, while 
se�eral hundred peot>f. �tten- a public hearing to 
voice support or op1>9tion t•ite ruling. · 
Earlier, a poll of t. 16 coamissioners indicated 
they were unlikely tQ. challenge Dunne's directive 
issued in October, which stopped all abortions a� 
the hospital except those necessary to save the life 
of the mother. 
Dunne said he was "motivated and guided by the 
law, and nothing else,'' based upon the opinion of 
the state's attorney's office. 
Earthquake claims over 
1 ,000 lives in Italy 
NAPLES, Italy-The death toll Glimbed above 
1,000 Monday in the earthquake that spread 
d�struction and terror in poverty-stricken southern 
I�aly. Rescuers searched. 97 damaged towns, 
· villages and cities for more victims from Italy's 
worst quake in 50 years. 
The government said rescue workers reported 
they had (ound 1,012 bodies by Monday night. 
Several thousand people were reported injured in 
the quake that hit Sunday night. Thousands more 
were homeless. · 
Damage spread over 10, 156 square mile� an area 
. including Naples, Salerno, Mount Vesuviu� and the 
ruins of Pompeii and Herculaneum. 
Senator's side heard 
in campaign violation case 
SPRINGFIELD, Ill.-Illinois' first legislator 
accused of violating the state's campaign disclosure 
l�w was given a second chance Monday to explain 
his case, after the state Elections Board chairman 
said the lawmaker had not gotten a fair hearing. 
The board voted 5-3 to order new hearings 
stemming from its months-long investigation into 
how Sen. Gene Johns, D-Marion, financed a tough 
1978 re-election campaign. . 
That action delayed and could prevent the 
board's turning over the case to law enforcement 
officials for possible prosecution. 
l\lplJa · '4t _ 
�..! 
� 
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Winter Rush teWa 
If interested 
call 345-6813 -------------------------
by November 25th· at 3:00 p.m. 
Bois Amaretto Liqueur 
2QO ml Reg $1.89 Sale $1.39 
" Have a �appy Thanksgiving! II 
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Burris to talk SAT/ plans campaign, fund raiser 
Po I • t •cs· by Cathy Crist said that the committee will have to meetmg AFT president Margaret 0 n I I In anticipation of a possible tuition "watch their steps" until the increase is Schmid approached him and .offered 
. 
. 
· 
· . increase for next year, Students officialy announced by the BOG. the union's support to S� Tl. 
.
mi�01s Co�ptroller Roland �urns . Against Tuition Increase, SATI, are SATI publicity _chairman Jeff Kehl "That was the ?est thmg we go� out wll� �scu.ss nation�l'. state a�d Chicago planning . a lobbying campaign and said, "As the proposal will probably of th.at BOG meet mg. The �FT. will be politics · m a political science class fund raising activities to prevent an not get to Springfield until March or a big asset, as a co�bmation of 
Tuesday. . . increase. April, that gives us plenty of time to stud_ents a_nd teachers will be a strong Burris will speak to the political Originally recommended by the raise money." . 
· 
force in Springfield," Teele added. 
parti
.
es �lass at 1 � :20 a .. m., Pat Loftus, · Illinois Board of Higher Education last To raise money for the lobbying Schmid said, "We were .impressed pubhc information director for the December the tuition increase would efforts the SA TI is sponsoring a fund- by the students' demonstration at the 
comptroller said. be annu;lly· based on the current raiser from 8 p.m. to.I a.m. Monday, BOG meeting. We told them we are 
Burris will also speak to the inflation rate. Dec. 8 at Sporty's Lounge. also concerned about the tuition 
Charleston Rotary Club at noon on the At an Oct. 30 Board of Governors Teele said there will be two music increase and offered to work with 
general business climate in Illinois, meeting at Eastern, approximately 30 groups featured and 25 cent beers. them. " . Loftus said. students for SA TI peacefully protested Teele said the money raised from the "The AFT will work with the 
Loftus added the comptroller was their views on the increase, although fundraising drive will go toward student groups to help in their lobbying 
invited to address the Rotary, but he the tuition increase was not on the postage, phone bills and buses to go to efforts, although t�e actual lobbying made arrangements to speak to the BOG's agenda that month. Springfield to lobby. 
· 
won't start for a while," she added. 
political science class because he Teele said the increase will most No student fee monies will be used in Schmid said although the AFT is 
wanted to make contact with students. likely be on the BOG's agenda in the lobbying effort to Springfield, willing to help the SATI, no students 
Burris wa.s inaugurated as State February or March. which Teele hopes about 200 students have contacted her since the original Comptroller m January 1979. If and when the increase is will attend. discussion in October. 
A Centralia native, he received a announced
. by the BOG, the proposal In addition to students, the lllinois Besides lobbying directly at 
bachelor's degree in political science will then go to the IBHE and on to the branch of the American Federation of committee hearings and legislative 
from Southern Illinois University in state legislature, where SA TI will Teachers union may also be sessions in Springfield, SA TI will send 
Carbondale. . concentrate their major protest efforts, participating in the lobbying effort to out letters, flyers· and pamphlets to In 1979 and 1980 .Bums was named SA TI committee chairman Terry Teele fight the possible tuition increase. students, senators, representatives, and 
on Ebony Magazine's list of "The 100 said. · Teele said at the October BOG Gov. James Thompson, Teele said. 
Most Influential Black Americans. Committee member Natalie· Scott 
· 1 • 
Student files protest against SCOR� la�el on ballot 
. Delay said the letters SCORE were 
used as a campaign slogan, and 
therefore, should not have been on the 
by Matt Sharpe 
· 
An Eastern student filed an election 
protest against senate candidates with 
SCORE printed beside their name on 
the Nov. 12 student senate election 
ballot. 
SCORE, Students Coordinating 
Optional Referendum Efforts, hopes 
to give Student Government the 
opportunity to take the results of 
student referendums which would raise 
or lower student fee� directly to . the 
Board of Governors and present its 
case to the board and Eas.tern 
President Daniel E. Marvin together. 
Senior Chris Delay filed the protest 
with the student elections �ommittee 
on Nov. 13. Jn addition, Delay also 
filed a protest against senate 
candidates Bill Mueller, senior, Karen 
Kupsche, 
Tymczuk, 
committee 
said. · 
junior, and Debbie· 
sophomore, elections 
co-chairman Val Averill 
The first alleged violation, which 
was against all candidates with SCORE 
printed beside their names on the 
ballot, is in violation of elections bylaw. 
Section 3 Article C, Part 5. The bylaw 
states that, "the election committee. 
will remove all posters, etc.· in view of 
poils before · they open on election 
day." 
The second protest Delay filed was 
against Mueller, Kupsche and 
Tymczuk. Delay said the protest was a 
violation of Easterner bylaws Section 
3, Article C Parts 1 and 4. The bylaw 
states, "No advertising, handbills, 
signs and/or printed matter of any kind 
Bel-Aire Lanes 
_::- IJIO I. SllllT • CHARLESTON, IWNOIS 
One block North of Wtlb Walkers ShoppinQ Center 
· 
OPEN Bowling 
· Every night & Afternoon 
· 
·
. 
Moc;>nlight ·Bowling 
Every Sat. night 11 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
Billards-Pinns-Pro-shop 
. Visit our new .Indian Lounge · 
Bel-Aire Lanes Phone 345-6630 
•
Prepare For 
MCAT · GMAT · LSAT 
SAT� DAT· GRE 
"Classes begin this week for fall exams" 
��-H. 
!'!.�.� 
'TEST PREPARA.TION 
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1931 . 
Call Days Evenlnas & Weekends 
616 E. Green 
Champaign, IL 
367-0011 
Wi�., Crntus :n Mort Thin 10 Maior U.S. Cttir! Putrlo A1co, Totonlo C1n1d1 & lull"" Swt�1erl1"'<t 
ror information about other centers OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE B00-22J.1782 
may be placed on the exterior or 
interior of any university buildings.'' 
Delay said he saw an unauthorized 
poster with the three candidates names 
on . it taped to the southeast glass 
entrance of Thomas Hall. 
The student elections committee 
recommended to the Student Senate 
the first violation be dismissed because 
there are no rules pertaining the use of 
names and titles being present on· the 
ballot next to the name of the 
candidate, Averill said. 
ballot. 
· 
Averill said ·the committee 
recommended to the senate that the 
second protest be dismissed becaus_e of 
unsubstantial evidence. 
Delay could now appeal these 
decisions to the student Supreme 
Court. However, Delay said he would 
not be appealing the decis.ions . 
This Week At Ted's 
__ ___,, _____ 
-----·-- - -
Tues. ''Appaloosa'' �-
Country Rock � Pitcher Old Mii Only $2.00 9'"' • 
Get in for $1 with this coupon from 8-10 only. 
� ------ -- - -- -------------- - �- --- ---
Wed. ''Slink Rand Band'' 
· Qb . � . 25( BeerNlte · 
Get in for only 50' w_ith this coupon 
, from 8-10 only. 
-----------------------------------
· Open Thanksgiving Nlte I 
''Southbound'' Country Rock 
Get in for free with this.coupon from 8-10 only. 
Frl�ay and Saturday 
BIG Show Band 
·=v�l 
p ag· e F 0 u r Editorials represent the majority opiniOn of our editori�I board 
. . Opinion I Commentary · · . · · 
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Be thankful for holiday break 
Before Eastern students breathe a , sigh of 
relief today and head for home for a temporary 
respite from classes, they should take time to 
think about how they can use·this Thanksgiving 
break to their best advantage and to remember 
what they do have to be thankful for. 
Too often students use Thanksgiving break as 
a time to legally skip their classes and do nothing 
at all; they do not get anything accomplished and 
may forget any meaning behind the holiday itself. 
The institution of a mid-semester break in 
October _next year will help to alleviate this 
problem. Because Thanksgiving is now the.only· 
break between. Labor Day and the .end of the 
semester, it's tempting to .use this time to relax 
and forget about school completely. · 
But students should keep in mind the fact that 
when they return from this week's break, only. 
two weeks remain in the semester. ·Thus, it may 
be advantageous to use this holiday as a time to 
catch up on .some studying; those -final. two 
weeks can make or break a grade. 
Of course, relaxation can also be used to help 
students improve their academic performance. 
Thanksgiving break offers the opportunity to get 
away from pressures at school, to unwind and 
get ready to come back prepared to tackle those 
final decisive weeks. · 
And this is a good time .to get re-acquainted 
with one's family and friends at tiome. Although 
students are not completely cut off from home 
when they attend college, they may often lose 
touch with people they care about. Thanksgiving 
gives them a chance to renew those ties. · 
After all, that's the whole reason behind this· 
holiday-giving thanks for blessings like families 
and close friends. 
Students should also remember to give thanks 
for the opportunities they have, such as the 
chance to attend college, which many other 
pe9ple may never enjoy. 
Although Thanksgiving break can be used 
merely as five days away from 'school, students 
should not forget that the semester is not over 
yet. " . 
And most importantly: they should remember 
to give thanks for what they have. 
{ �"°"' I 1.o1q:, �oi f'lj 9 5 d..owh W\o.\1\ Stre�:, 
h "'+ T �ver/t he�h Home. 
Ci")' G\ncl 1.. .ht\� To 
°'14°'Y ,.,.. ""  ·c.Ji.,c.."°11'"'h · ··- IJh·· 
··er .. Chc.r/«i�'tor./ 
Take your· time. while traveling· home· 
It is frustrating to drive home for Thanksgiving and 
discover that the highways are clogged with anxious p I fll vacationers and heavily patrolled by the state police trying ersona e: 
to crack down on speeders. So the college student, 
liberated for Thanksgiving, is forced to. flow with the Herb Meeker 
traffic and imagine what he. could be doing with the time 
he would save if he could cruise at 85 m.p.h. . 
Most students will hop in their cars this afternoon and more time than you save because you have to slow down 
head for home. Many will be patient, take their time and for the pot holes, tractors, school buses and little towns 
obey the speed limit. However, other homeward-bound which require you to reduce speed when you enter the 
students will · drive "hell-bent-for-leather and take · business district (which may consist of nothing more than a 
precautions to assure they aren't caught by the authorities. general store, gas station and telephone booth). Not to 
These drivers think taking the two-lane blacktops which mention the hazard of being hit by a train at an obscure 
weave through hills, hollers and padunk townships and railroad crossing or slamming into a deer or cow on one of 
carrying a CB will assure a quick trip home. The theory is . these poorly lighted highways. 
that these back roads .are not heavily patrolled by state · Those so-called "backroads" do possess police 
police and truckers will assist with CB "smoky reports" to surveillance, and it is of the homegrown type-The County 
prevent anxious drivers from being ticketed for speeding. Sheriff, who will not just ticket you for speeding, but also 
Well, it just doesn't work that way. : for reckless driving and disturbing the peace. He may even 
Unless one is a veteran CB modulator, communicating search your v-ehicle for controlled substances. Then. he'll 
with redneck truckers high on No-Doze is next to add insult to injury by saying "N9w y'all come back now, 
impossible. CB' ers have their own vocabulary, which is hear'' as you drive off after being delayed for two hours. 
constantly changing. Worst of all, CB'ers mistrust anyone The back roads and CBs are not worth the hassle. Take 
with an "collegiate" accent, since the state police are your time when you drive home this Thanksgiving vacation 
constantly using !he CB frequencies to trap truckers. So and don't ponder on the time that could be saved if you 
. unless you are fluent in the CB language, you probably · put more pressure on the accelerator. 
won't get many smoky reports.· · · Who knows, you might save yourself not only a hassle, 
As for those two lane blacktops, you probably waste but your life as w�ll. · · 
Your turn 
Forsakes Rathskeller 
Editor: 
After enduring the Union's poor 
food and abysmal service in the recent 
past, I welcomed any change. We now 
. have salt on the tables . in the 
Rathskeller, but is· this improvement 
worth the cost? 
I am well aware that any_ new 
enterprise is subject to initial problems. 
But there are limits to what is tolerable, 
and an ·experienced organization 
should be able to anticipate and 
prevent many of them. 
Despite the posted Rathskeller 
hours, evening service doesn't exist. 
There may be a little food left over 
from lunch, but no one is there to serve 
it, possibly because it looks so bad no 
one would want it. One shouldn't try 
to eat after 1 p.m. either, Now if the 
place isn't going to be open, say so; 
let's not pretend. 
· · 
Selection of hot meals is poorer than 
it used to be. Possibly this is an 
inevitable result of the loss of business. 
The food is terrible, the price is high 
and the service rude: I shall take my 
business elsewhere. 
L.E. Crofutt · 
A·ndy· is an amateur · 
Editor:.· 
IQ response to Andy Robeznieb 
article· on ·Thursday, N�. 20- Mr. 
Robeznieks obviously biased opinion 
. of video games is not shared by all, 
probably very few. 
An experienced video game· player 
can play at will, utilizing the bonuses 
given to him. No, you cannot win a 
free game, b_ut the added bonuses can 
give you enough time to have played 
the equivalent of several pinball games 
on one quarter. 
Mr. Robeznieks apparently is an 
amateur and inept video game player, 
afraid to devote his abilities (if any) to 
a new form of entertainment that is 
currently ·outdoing pinball games in 
popularity. 
Ralf D. Sillahan 
Thanks for yes· votes 
Editor: 
Speaking fo·r. the entire athletic 
department, we want to thank students 
for their vote of confidence and belief 
in the athletic program. 
Your passing of the - athletic fee 
referendum has given us the direction 
and the base we need for the growth of 
·Eastern athletics. Your decision will 
certainly help us to retain the well­
rounded quality program currently in 
existence and allow us to build for the 
future. 
R.C. Johnson, athletic director 
· Ron Paap, associate director 
Joan Schmidt, associate director 
Letter Policy 
Letters should not be longer tqaq 
250 \Yords and will be edited .� 
exceeding that length. All letters mu$� 
contain telephone number and address 
of the author. Names will be withheld 
upon request, but letters will not· be 
published unless signed by th� author: 
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Thre.e goals set Literary book 
available free 
in December 
Home Ee school hopes to expand 
Th� · · of the fWe_, . .. . Vehicl  � r literary 
m.agazine,-,-wiU - be - available 
.beginning Dec: 3 on tables 1 in t_he 
Unjvccsity U�i?n. lobby �nd: lin 
Co�eman Hall un�ll .au �op)es ;are 
distributed. ' .f'i,::, . r . 
Sheila Kati);� .ifaU :editor of the 
maguinet said the<V�hicJe will be 
available -at· no -charge ta;:srudenu 
• ii .... I' ii\.. _, t.lus fall. ,,, _ _ -� g ,. The Vehicle is -.edited ��by 
members of Sigma- Tau Delta, 
honorary English sQc-iety. I '( ' 
. (This is the fifth in a series of articles. 
examining how the various schools and 
departments at Eastern are planning 
for their future academic needs.) 
by Laura Henry 
In response to Eastern's new budget 
plan, the School of Home Economics 
has developed three goals which detail 
the expansion of its gerontology and 
foods programs and the establishment 
of a campus family center. 
Eastern's academic schools are 
planning for the future in accordance 
with the new budget plan developed by 
the Council on University Planning 
and Budgeting calling for schools and 
CUPS m�eting to discuss· 
business school crowding 
The Council on University Planning 
and Budgeting will discuss at its 
meeting Tuesday, the current 
overcrowding in the School of Business 
and possibly develop a proposal that 
would eliminate that crowded · 
condition. 
Richard Liu, director of planning 
and budget analysis, said the School of 
Business is in need of some additional 
space in the near future to help with its 
crowded classrooms. 
The CUPB will also present an 
update on the progress on. this year's 
budget process and the possibility of 
moving b a c k  "t h e  a c a d e m i c  
department's due date, Liu said. 
He said the budget materials were 
sent to the academic . departments two 
·FIND 
weeks late, and because of the late 
start, the departments need more time 
to complete the materials. 
Although the council had planned 
on reviewing . academic New and 
Expanded or Improved Program 
Requests (NEIPRs), the council will 
not discuss these programs .because 
Acting Vice President for Academic 
Affairs Margaret Soderberg will be 
�bsent from the meeting. 
Academic NEIPRs are additions 
which are proposed by different 
academic areas to improve an exisiting 
program. 
The CUPB will meet at 3 p.m. in the 
University Union addition Effingham 
Room. 
YOURSELF 
CONTEST 
If yo�' re circled, 
Budgeting: 
schools plan 
for the future 
"We hope to expand the master of 
arts program in this area to include a 
broader program in nutrition/­
dietetics,'' Swope said. 
Included in this new program are 
plans to give graduate students clinical 
experience through · the Sarah Bush 
Lincoln Health Center, Swope said. 
A third goal is creating a center for 
departments to develop specific budget the family that would be located on 
requests for the next fiscal year and campus and "could be of use for 
make general plans for seven years people ranging from infancy to the 
after. elderly," Swope said. 
Mary Ruth Swope, dean of the "We would like to bring together all 
School of Home Economics, said that disciplinary centers on campus and 
· no specific ideas in monetary planning ·enrich our course work. It would be an 
for, the next fiscal year· have been approach to the study of the family," 
developed. Swope said. · 
"We have not given any thought to The center · for the family would 
exact monetary pianning. What we "have events on campus for other 
have been doing is preparing long- · people besides student_s. We would 
range �als for the future," Swope have people working with anyone from said. �· infants to senior citizens," Swope said . 
. Swobe said one goal is the ekpansi<pl J,Jarbara Owens, assistant to the dean 
of the new master of arts ·m of{the School of Home Economics, 
gerontology program, which deals with. said she is h6pefullthat ',the home 
the phenomena and problems of old economic department '.will get 
age. additional money in the future for 
"This is a rapidly expanding field more faculty members. 
that has elevated in larger schools. I "If we expand our nutrition/dietetics 
would like to see it as a part of our to the master's -area and have more 
program. Not many schools have a family courses related to the family 
master's degree in gerontology," ·and child development area, we will 
Swope said. need more faculty," Owens said. 
Swope said Eastern would need to In addition, Swope said she would 
hire "a specialist with course work and also like to see the development of a 
experience who has dealt with the New and Improved or Expanded 
psychological aspects of aging" to Program Request (NIEPR) that would 
complete the program. give· one credit unit to. a faculty 
Another plan outlined by Swope was member for research on improving 
expanding the master's program in the Easter.n's education program. 
foods area. 
. call.W�s or·Debbie to claim your prize�!!!! 
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Dark Force • Das_tardly Darth Vader 
- . 
• Invades Charleston 
Darth Vader, the infamous evil foe of hero Luke Skywalker in the 
movies "Star Wars" and the "Empire Strikes Back," delighted young 
and old Monday at the Charleston IGA, 700 W. Lincoln. 
Clockwise, Tom Callahan, who portrays the evil Vader, helps Mike 
Morrisey into a Jawa outfit, another character in the movies. 
This little girl seemed uninipresM b)';,\l&der's presence.· 
�John Hemner assists Vader lrt 1111 e\IW ..p-anks with the help of a· 
Jawa costume and his trusty laser weapon. 
fn between the activities, Vader \Ook time out to treat his fans to a 
few autographs . 
. , 
i 
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Home for turkey! . 
Bill Tobias, Ed Kowalski, Herb Lindsey and Mary Jo Kapelinski pack their 
duffle bags, laundry baskets and themselves into a car as they prepare to head 
home for a long awaited holiday. (News photo by Kelvin Blanks) 
Buildings to be closed for break 
With the Thanksgiving break 
beginning after classes Tuesday, many 
buildings and services on campus will 
be closed or have reduced hours .. 
Booth Library will close at 5 p.m. 
Wednesday and remain closed until 1 
p.m. Sunday, when it will resume its 
normal schedule. 
· 
The health service will be open until 
4 p;m. Wednesday and a nurse will be 
on duty until 11 p.m. Dr. Jerry Heath,-
Health Service director, said he was 
not· certain when the Health ,Service 
would re-open for the early arrival of 
students for Saturday's football game. 
Lantz Gym will close its ·doors at 
4:30 p.m. Tuesday and will re-open at 
6 p.m. Sunday .  
All classroom buildings will close as 
soon as classes are dismissed Tuesday 
evening. 
' 
•••••••••• •••• 
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ACLU declines to acc_ept 
w.ornan's registration suit 
by Mickey O'Connell . 
The American Civil Liberties Union 
has decided not to take Eastern junior 
Penni Spillman's ca5e against the 
Selective Services at this time, but they 
have agreed to continue to review it. ' Spillman registered for the draft last 
July and received word on Sept. 9 from 
the Selective Services that her draft was 
considered void because she was 
female. 
Aided by her adviser, Larry Thorsen 
of the political science department, 
Spillman agreed to contact- the ACLU 
office in Mattoon about handling the 
case. 
The case was sent to Chicago by the 
local representative of the ACLU, 
Mattoon attorney' Richard Lively. · 
However, Spillman's case was 
rejected in Chicago because.of another 
draft case which has been pending for. 
the past four years, she said. 
The plaintiff in the case currently 
pending in Chicago is opposed to the 
draft, Spillman said. 
Spillman has now taken her case to 
the ACLU branch in New York, but 
has not received a decision. 
· 
·If she is represented by the ACLU, 
Spillman definitely plans to pursue her 
case. But because of the legal expenses 
involved she will be forced to drop the 
issue if the ACLU rejects her suit� 
Spillman and Thorsen are keeping in 
contact with. the ACLU office in 
Mattoon for further developments, she 
said. 
· 
Spillman said if she wins her case she 
will register for the draft-but she does 
not want to go to war. � 
"I dQn't want to go to war-nobody 
does. But I feel it is my right as a 
citizen to be able to register for the 
draft," she-said. 
Absent . · · . from page 1 
increases, no compromise was reached. 
Even though the Senate did not vote 
to give university faculty the salary 
increase they wanted, UPI union 
members from Eastern who went to 
Springfield. to lobby were pleased with 
the results of their efforts. 
In addition to Dulka, two other 
Eastern faculty members also traveled 
to Springfield to lobby for the salary 
veto override-Andrea Bonhicksen, a 
political ·science professor and Frank 
Abel, of the Booth Library. 
Bonnicksen said the legislators 
contacted were "all very receptive." 
"I think it was successful;'' 
Bonnicksen added. 
Union members were happy that 
they were able to reach t_he legislators 
and that they responded well, 
Bonnicksen said. 
Dulka said he was "very pleased 
with the legislative effort" even though 
the bill did not pass. 
· 
Dulka said the 15 or 16 lobbyists 
present from IO out of 12 of the public 
universities in Illinois were able to talk 
directly to all but seven of the senators. 
Messages were left at the offices of 
those legislators they were not· able to 
contact, Dulka said. 
. Once in Springfield, the lobbyists 
worked in pairs, with each pair visiting 
the offic�s of a number of senators. 
'f.hey then thanked the senators for 
their support in the past "and 
encouraged them to vote .for the 
proposed salary increase, Bonnicksen 
sairl 
UPI union members in support of 
the salary increase influenced 
legislators through their presence and 
through letters written to the senators 
in their districts, Dulka said. _ 
Dulka said for the first time the 
Illinois legislature became aware that 
there is a group of constituents 
working in support of the public 
universities. 
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Badminton squad takes 
third at N I U  Invitational . 
Jill Anderson 
Season openers are often unpredictable for a sports team, but the 
Panther badminton squad finished a respectable third in the Northern 
Illinois Invitational last weekend to open its 1 980 season. . 
"I was very pleased with the team's performance and even though we 
finished third, ·we're in the same league as the schools that finished above 
us ," Eastern coach Karen Earley said. . The University of Wisconsin-Madison took top hqnors m the tourney, 
followed by Western Illinois, Eastern, Northern Illinois, Illinois State and 
Southern Illinois-Carbondale. 
The invitational was organized in · a round-robin format, with the 
winf)ers of each pool facing each other. Eastern defeated Carbon�ale a�d 
was edged out by Western in its pool and then lost to a tough W1sconsm 
team in the semifinals to take third. 
Janet Haberkorn, playing in the No. 1 spot for the Panthers, went 1 -� 
for the weekend. She was edged out by Jackje Curtiss of Western 1 2-9, 3-
11, 5-11 and Claire Allison of Madison 4- I 1, o-1 1 . Caroondale' s -t�p 
player was f<?rced to default due to injuries. , At the No. 2 position, Eastern's Denise Hadley also went 1-2 for the 
tournament,. losing to Jean Rezny of- Western and All-American Ann -
French of Madison. Hadley d#eated an SIU-C opponent in three close 
games. · . . 
Hadley has moved up this year from C-Flight to A-Flight and Earley 
said "she's never played better." 
Sue Gonnella, Christine. Kelly, Nancy Szarzynski and Usa Walz all 
finished 1-2 in singles competition for the weekend. 
In doubles play, Haberkorn and Gonnella at No. 1 lost to Rezney- � 
Curtiss and French-Allison in straight games and won by. defau!� over 
SIU-C. . 
Hadley and Jody Lyons at No. 2 and Kelly and Jo Obrycki at No. 3 · 
both went 1-2 in douqles competition. · · -
Earley said the tournament was beneficial because it gave her team a 
chance to meet quality competition early in the season. . 
"We have six newcomers on the team as well as people moving up to 
higher positions," Earley said. "This tournament showed me that we can 
do well against top players. "  
.. 
· Texas Instruments 
electronic slide -rule calculator 
Tl-30 
" 71-30 s� 
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
UNIVERSITY UNION 
Tankers come out losers 
at Western co-ed meet 
b y  Andy Savoie 
MACOMB-Eastern's men's and 
women's swim teams both came up 
losers Saturday in a co-ed meet against 
Western I l linois U niversity at 
Macomb. . 
The men swimmers were narrowly 
defeated ·59_54 in their opening meet of 
the season, while the women were 
swamped 98-34. 
In the men's meet, Eastern coach 
Ray Padovah said -"we swam poorly. r 
don't know why. They (Western) swam 
well but we swam poorly." 
However, Padovan did say he has 
geared his swimmers' training routine 
in preparation for the Illini Invitational 
Dec. 5 ,  and Jhl\t may have contributed 
to Saturday's poor performance. 
"We're pointing completely toward 
that (Illini meet) , "  Padovan said. 
Despite the loss, Eastern was able to 
capture first-place finishes in five 
different events. 
The team of Ted Soltys, Mike 
Roessler, Tim Bird and Tom Hussey 
won the 400-yard medley relay in a 
time of 3 :45.4. 
Hussey also won the 200-yard 
backstroke with .a time of. 2:04.9 and 
Dave Gibson captured the 200-yard 
butterflY. event in 2:05 . 8-. 
I n  3-meter diving, Al Cymball 
olaced first with 236 points, and 
' 'probably our· best event of the meet," 
Mike Roessler was victorious in the 
200-yard breaststroke in 2: 1 5 .9, 
Padovan said. . 
In the women Panthers' lopsided 
loss · to the Leathernecks, · Padovan 
· said; "I  didn't think we swam as bad as 
the score indicated. "  · 
· 
' 'We got beat pretty bad by a pretty 
good team. But we didn't swim badly. 
We really swam pretty well," Padovan 
said. 
. Although it lost one-sidedly, one 
Panther swimmer set two Eastern 
records and several others qualified for 
the Division I I  national meet. 
Dawn Reynolds set the Eastern 
records with a 25 .2 second time in the 
-50Jyard freestyle a.Ild.._a 5�l second 
time in the 100-yard freestyl�. - -
Reynolds finished second in the SO. 
yard freestyle and took Eastem's only 
first in the 100-yard freestyle.· 
Ricki Rousey, Lynn Miner, Bev 
Little and Tammy Baker all qualified 
for the the national meet. 
Rousey, Little, Baker and Miner all 
qualified with a 4: 14.6 time in the 400-
yard medley relay. 
Miner also qualified with a l :  12.4 
time in the 1 00-yard breaststroke and a 
2 : 34.4 time in the 200-yard 
breaststroke. 
· JERRY NIKITAS 
Invites you to participate In 
Roe's Fall Wine Festival 
Saturday·after Thanksgiving 
ATTEND the wine tasting featu.ring 
Mirassou Prem ier Table Wines. 
REG ISTER · for the raffle prizes. 
LISTEN ·to Linda Wilken on the piano. 
FEAST on Shishkebob, pilaf, fresh 
baked bread, cheese cut from 
the wheel,- Mediterranean 
vegetab les, Greek olives. 
WATCH 
DANCE 
LET 
JOIN 
REMEMBER 
the Jazz oand "loose Change" 
on the balcony. 
to the Bearsdale German Band 
A rmand T ossetti serenade 
you as he strolls . 
. 
this European style festival . 
Saturday, November 29, 1 980 , 
5 p. m. onward. 
Jerry delivers the barrel of wine 
by don�ey cart ·at 4 : 30 p.m. 
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Tuesday's 
Entertainment . . ' . . 
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8:00 p.m. 
2-MASH 
3, 1 5,2Q--News 
9-Barney Miller 
1 0-PM Magazine 
1 1 -All in the Famlly 
1 2-Dick Cavett 
1 7--Jokers Wild 
38-You Bet Your Life 
8:30 p.m. 
2-Happy Days Agaln 
3--MASH 
0.-...carol Burnett and Friends 
1 0, 1 7-Tic Tac Dough 
1 1 -Hogan's Heroes 
1 2-McNeil, Lehrer Report 
1 5,20-Family Feud 
38-Prisoner: Cell Block H 
7:00 p.m. , 
2 , 1 5,20-30 Years of TV 
Comedy's Greatest Hits 
3, 1 0-Peanuts • A Charlie 
Brown Thanksgiving · 
9-Star Trek 
1 1 -Gunsmoke 
1 2-0ver Easy 
17 ,38-Happy Days 
7:30 p.m. 
3, 1 0-Thanksgiving in the 
Land of Oz 
1 2-Will Call 
1 7  ,38-laveme & Shirley 
8:00 p.m. 
3, 1 0-Movie: "Little · Lord 
Fauntleroy" A boy is forced to 
choose between a mother in 
New York slums who gave him 
love and his grandfather in 
England who gave him_  
everything . money· can buy. 
Alec Guinness. 
1 2-Nova 
1 7  ,38-Three's Company 
8:30 p.m. 
1 1 -Face.the Music 
1 7 , 38-Too Close For 
Comfort 
• 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-Alan King 
9-News · 
1 1 --Joker's Wild 
· 1 2-Body In Question 
1 7, 38-Hart to Hart 
9:30 p.m. 
1 1 -News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2,3,-1 0, 1 5, 1 7,20,38-News 
9-Hollywood Squares 
1 1 -Benny Hill 
1 2-Twilight Zone 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5,20-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9, 1 1 -Prisoner: Cell Block H 
1 0-Lou Grant . 
1 2--Captioned ABC News 
1 7 ,38-ABC News . 
1 0:50 p.m. 
1 7, 38-Movle: "A Fistful of 
Dynamite" ( 1 97 1 )  Yarn about 
b a n k  r o b b e r s  a n d  
revolutionaries i n  1 9 1 3  · 
Mexico. Rod Steiger, James 
Cobrtn. 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Streets of San Francisco 
9-Movie: "The Forbin 
Project" ( 1 970) a super 
computer, controlling U .S. 
missile defenses merges with 
its Russian counterpart. 
Object: world control. Eric 
Braeden, Susan Clark. 
1 1 -Movie: "Hurry Sundown" 
( 1 96 7) Chronicle of social and 
racial tensions in a Georgia 
twon. Michael Caine. 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2. 1 5,20-Tomorow 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 0-Movie: "All the Kind 
Strangers' . Two terrified 
motorists are held captive by a 
family of orphans who would 
go to any length to find 
parents. Stacy Keach, S. 
Eggar. 
Midnight 
3-Mary Tyler Moore 
1 2:30 a.m. 
3-News 
· 
1 :00 a.m. 
2,38-News 
1 7-PTL Club 
1 :30 a.m. 
9-Movie: "The Light That 
Failed" ( 1 939) Fine adaptation 
of the Rudyard Kipling story, 
with Ronald Colman as the 
artist struggling against 
oncoming blindness. 
· 2:00 a.m. 
1 7;-News 
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE · 
ACROSS 
1 Footwear 
inside a boot 
4 Agra attire 
9 Bridge thrill 
13 O.T. book 
15 Isolated 
16 Dixie food item 
17 Western 
tourist magnet 
20 Broadway 
tourist 
magnets 
21 Mighty 
mountains of 
S.A. 
22 Standard 
23 Welshman, for 
one 
25 Motoring 
thrills 
28 "Physician, 
-- thyself" 
29 Strike out -
32 Hollywood 
director of · 
silents 
33 Therefore 
34 Flowering 
plant 
35 Western scenic 
gem · 
39 Go-_ - spree 
40 Classifies 
41 Discharge 
42 Twilled fabric 
43 Chichi 
44 Louvrl! display 
46 Dissolute man 
47 Be sulky 
48 Interweave 
51 Most impudent · 
55 Scenic _ 
Western peaks 
58 Yearn . 
59 Worship 
60 Do carpentry 
work 
61 High schooler 
62 Leafy shelter 
63 Tell's canton 
Edited by E�GENE T. MALESKA 
DOWN 18 Greek portico 
19 Pre-Crosby 
1 Covenant 
2 Nanking nurse 
3 Scrap left at 
Eden 
4 Weapons for 
Custer and 
Reno 
5 Cry wolf _ 
6 Linear units 
7 Business abbr. 
8 Vast amount 
9 Exhausted 
. 10 "-- Jim," 
Conrad novel 
1 1  English queen 
12 Military meal 
14 Like biased 
reports 
crooner 
23 Lucre for 
Junior, once 
24 Apiece 
25 Sine qua non 
for an athlete 
26 Empty 
27 Fracas 
28 Describing 
guards and 
tackles 
29 Wharton hero 
30 C. P.A. 's 
project 
31 What blue jays 
often invade 
33 Met star 
36 Possessions 
37 Hidden spot 
38 "To the 
Fringed--" :  
Bryant 
44 Cat, owl or 
- skunk 
45 Anguished cry 
46 Gone toward 
the firmament 
47 "Sky pilot" 
48 Municipal map 
·49 Thrash 
50 Tenni:; great 
51 Buffalo's 
brumal bane 
52 One of 
Rebekah's 
boys 
53 Be active 
54 ·Anklebones 
56 Collar 
57 Excitement 
See Answers on Page 1 1  
Tonight! 
Be Sure to come 
to �.L. Kracker' s 
Pajama Party! 
I 
� 
Wear your P . J . 's  
and·get in  for 
Half Price! 
Come in and ·Drink! 
25¢ _8eers 
All N ight ' 
l<rackers-wishes All Students . . 
A Safe and Happy Thanksg iving :  
r 
1 0  Tuesday. N o v .  2 5 ,  1 980 
i . 
Globetrotter's 'heartbeat' is the a udience-
Harlem Globetrotter Lionel Garrett stances while his teammate, Curly 
Neal looks tor the basketball at last Wednesday's exhibition game a� Lantz 
Gym . (News photo by Tom Roberts) 
Lionel Garre�t doesn 't need to. play 
the · comedian . role on Harlem 's team 
and his college record proves it. 
by Andy Savoie times I'm happy I don't have that 
He plays in 280 basketball games per pressure and can have fun. I'm happy 
year all over the world. He travels with to be doing what I'm doing now,"  
the same people to those contests, and Garrett said. 
does basically the same things in each However, Garrett said he is a 
of those 280 games. Globetrotter because he is a good 
So how does second-year Harlem basketball player, not because he is a 
Globetrotter Lionel Garrett stay comedian. 
motivated? "There's only certain people that 
"We're in a different town every play the comedy role, like Geese 
night. The crowds are different every (Ausbie) and Curly (Neal)," Garrett 
night. That's . the heartbeat. That's said. "When they (the Globetrotters) 
what keeps us motivated," Garrett are looking at me, they are lookin1 at 
said. me for what I . am-a reboundinl 
A professional attitude is also forward ." 
useful, Garrett said. Garrett's first step to becoming a 
"It's a job. And every night at 7:30 Globetrotter came after being observed 
p.m. we go to work," Garrett said. · by Globetrotter scouts who work with 
Garrett and the · rest of the the NBA, Garrett said. 
Globetrotters visited Lantz Gym last The. forward then had to prove 
week to perform their unique blend of himself in a three-week tryout camp in 
basketball and comedy. · J-Iollywood, Calif. 
"We all help each other·. We all hold "It was very ·strenuous, with a lot of 
each other together. We're like a running and a lot of scrimmaging/' 
family, " Garrett said in explaining Garrett said. 
· 
how the Globetrotters cope with the The Globetrotters generally recruit 
constant travel and basketball. players for a certain position, although 
"There's no real leader. But sometimes "they're looking for an athlete who 
the younger guys will look to the older can get along with people," Garrett 
guys for advice. "  said. 
Garrett, a 6-foot-9, 2 1 5-pound And once making the Globetrotters. 
forward from Springfield, Mass. ,  was what amount of money does a player 
an accomplished college player at ·make annually? 
Southern University in Baton Rouge, . "We don't make the megabucks the 
La. before joini.ng the Globetrotters . NBA players do-the $1 million a 
He also played briefly with the San year, ' '  Garrett &aid. 
Diego Clippers of the ... National 
Basketball Association. 
During his senior season - at 
Southern, Garrett led his team to a 25-
3 record and averaged 1 5 . 8  rebounds 
per game to rank him third in the 
nation. 
Consequently, the forward said he . 
sometimes misses the strictly 
competitive type of basketball. 
"Sometimes I miss the competition 
and trying to win the NCAA 
· championship or whatever. But other 
ENDS SOON! 
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Roe's 
Wine Festival 
ENDS SOON! 
cLA.:httRGH ItSN\,"tTu�l!l 
f•E ADUUS.! :�.r�.:-�� 
.
. $.� . . �Q.1 7:30 & 9:20 
Dear Wine Lovers: 
. 
. 
· Saturday, November 29, marks the date of the Fall Wine Festival at Roe's Lounge . I will deliver 
· the barrel tra�itionally by Donkey Cart to Roe's at 4 : 30 p.m. 
We will feature the same great shishkebob dinner, wine tasting featuring Mirassou Wines, 
listening, dancing, and festivities in general . This fall we also include a raffle , door prizes, and a 
free gift from Mirassou for those who participate in the formal tasting . 
Tickets for the Festival are available now .from me personally or from my staff at Gateway 
Liquors or Roe's Lounge. The cost is $ 1  O per person. This includes two wine tastings (Red an9 
White) , appetizer plate, shishkebob dinner, raffle, and all entertainment. Of course all items are 
available Ala Carte . · 
Come hungry, thirsty, and prepared to Celebrate Noveau Beaujolais! 
· Salute' · 
( ')1MA.f {/)�,�J 
Jerry C .  Nikitas 
OPEN TILL 
ISN'T THA T 
GREA T! 
University Vil lage 
r 
� 
Tuesday's · 
. Classified ads 
Please report classified ad errors immediately at 581 -
28 1 2 . A correct ad will appear in th� next edition . Unless 
notified , we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its first insertion. The Dally Eastern News 
Services Offered 
Motorcycle storage. Heated 
& Insured. $6.00 a month. Jim 
Walker Cycle Shop, RR 1 
, Lerna. Ill. 345-3758. . 00 
Seniors! Professional, 
Personalized Resumes printed 
at Discount Rates. Call, write 
or send, self addressed 
envelope for Info. Fischer 
Resumes, 601 E. 2nd. St. , 
Beardstown, Ill. 626 1 8. (21,7) 
323- 1 1 30. �--------1 
I'll type for you. $ 1 .00 per 
page. Call Sandy. 345-9397. 
______ ,MTW1 2/1 8 
Typist Available. Call 345-
6831 after 4 p.m. 
Ir TR, 1 2/22 
Rubber stamps and supplies. 
Copy-X Copy Center, 207 
Lincoln. 345-63 1 3. 
I T-oo 
Help Wanted 
O v e r s e a s  j o b s  
Summer/year round. Europe, 
S.Amer. ,  Austra;ia, Asia. All 
Fields. $500 $ 1 200 
monthly. Sightseeing. Free 
Info. Write: IJC Box 52-IL3 
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625. --------,--1 / 1 6  
Wanted 
Wanted: Female roommate, 
own room - two person house, 
close to campus. 581 -347 4. 
Ill;; . 25 
1 block from campus need: 
2 subleasers January - May 
rent. Call 345-9538 or- 58 1 -
2909. Rent is $95 per month. I;; 25 '3 females needed to 
sublease Youngstowne Apt. 
Call 581 -34S4. �-��----2 5  
If 11111'1111 
Happy 
Turkey 
Day! ! 
from 
the 
Daily 
·Eastern 
News 
Staff 
Wanted 
Wanted: To buy wrecked 
and junk cars. Call 349-861 6 .  
________ 1 2/2 
Need 2 female subleasers 
Spring Semester. Close to 
campus. Call 345-381 9. Ask 
for Annette or Nancy. 
__
_______ 25 
Wanted: 1 male to share 2 
bedroom apt. Sprin·g semester. 
$ 1 00/mo. Features: 2 . baths, 
dishwasher, good location, 
responsive management. Call 
to see. 348-1 493. 
_________ 25 
1 or 2 males needed for 
house within walking distance 
of campus. $1 00/month plus 
utilities. 348- 1 495. �-------�25 
Need female roommate for 
Spring semester $84/mo. Call 
348-8362. �-------�25 
Need 1 male to sublease 
apartment for Spring semester. 
$97.50 per month. 221 9 S. 
9th Street. Brittany 1 32. Great 
roommate. Come by and check 
it out anytime after 3:00 p.m. . 
25 
Wanted female subleaser for 
Spring semester. Nice 
apartment. Close to campus. 
Own room. Ph. 581 -2932 for 
more information. 
1 female to live in house 
b e h i n d  P i z z a  H u t . 
. $60.00/mo.,  own room, & 
garage. Call 345-5262. · . 9 
Female roommate wanted. 
Sublease starting Jan. 1 .  Own 
room. $96.50/mo. 348-8563. 
--------�25 
· One female to sublease · 
' Y o u n g s town a p t .  Sp r·. 
Semester. 348- 1 481 . 
__
_______ 25 
1 or 2 girls to sublet apt. very 
close to campus. Decorated 
and furnished nicely. Cable TV 
included. Call Karen or Mary­
Jo. 348-0631 . 
5 =:;;;;;�a::::==== 
For Rent-
Nice, clean, Mobile Home for 
sublease. Available Dec. 1 5. 
$ 1 67 includes cable, trash, 
water. 2 bedroom. Call 345-
5643. 
_.._,..:..-______ 8 
1 male to sublease sPring, 
own room, $93. 75, next to 
Krackes. 345-5908. 
�-------�25 
The Good lfe, Regency 
Apts. 2 male openings for 2nd 
Sem. Grab a friend and join the 
good life. Call Paul or Matt. 
348-0697. . 
���������-3 
One or two months free rent. 
Room for rent in large house. 
Five hlocks. From campus. 
348-8532. 
���������-1 
1 ,2, or 3 females needed to 
sublease apt. $ 1 00 a month. 
Close to campus. Call 345-
6542. 
25 
Nov. 2 5 , t 9 8 0  t t 
For Rent 
U-STORE WAREHOUSE 
CO. We . rent mini-storage 
rooms, JARTRAN Trucks and 
trailers, all kinds packing 
cartons and equipment for the 
do-it yourself mover. S. Rt. 
1 30 across from Sister City 
Park entran c e .  P h o n e  
C harlesto n ,  3 4 5 - 3 5 3 5 .  
Mattoon 234-2833. 
�����-'-���-00 
Regency Apartments now 
renting apts. for .spring 
semester. Call 345-9 1 05. 
________1 2/ 1 2  
Rent a mini storage as' low as 
$ 1 5  per month. Size starting at 
4 X 1 2  and larger. Ideal for 
winter storage of. motorcycles 
and furniture. Phone 345-
7746. West Rte. 1 6 .  
For Sale 
Carpet your room with ·a 
remnant from Carlyle Interiors 
Unlimited. Located 2 miles 
west of Charleston on Rte. 1 6. 
Open 8-6 Monday through 
Saturday. Phone 345-7746. 
. 00 
1 979 Ski Equipment. Oltl 
Mark II skis 1 80'9 Soloo* 
444 bindings with brakn, 
Hanson citation boots size 3, 
Announcements 
Steve, Happy Birthday! Only 
4 more days 'till your 23rd. 
We'll have to celebrate with a 
bottle of ·Amaretto. I hope it'll 
be a special day for a special 
guy. Thanks for letting me be 
there. l love you! Dianne. 
��-��--------""5 
Eat 'em up Jo Jo, Let's make 
Scott poles 48", Soloman Hip 5 
Pack 
• 
Scott goggles, Dearest Rachel' Have a real 
Herb hurt. You can run with the 
best of them, becase your 
LDTC. Rosernont 1 0K. 
Barrecrafters ski rack.- holds 4 good vacation ; a very pairs. $700 or �est offer. 921 
· enjoyable Thanksgiving. With Fuller Apt. 4. love your roommate, Adrienne. 
__________ 5 25 Car stereo frequency Babe You are one fantastic equalizer/booster, 30 watts, 7 guy who has made the past frequency controls. Call 348- year the greatest ever for me. 1 765. D.O. was good for something ---------,--00 25 anyway! !  Love ya bunches . . .  Lil Two bedroom mobile home. Sears AM/FM Cassette 8- scoot. · 
· 
Garbage pickup, cable TV and track turntable and speakers. - 5 water furnished. Two weeks 1 year old. $75. Pocket Kodak Kim Roza, to the best little rent free with lease and . Ektra 2, Built-in flash. $30. sister and one of the sweetest deposit. 345-4290. Osterizer 1 0-speed Blender people 1 know. Have a great ' 00 $20. 921 Fuller _Apt. 4. Thanksgiving. Jim. Apt. for sublease Spting . , 25 25 Sem. 1 block from campus. Pioneer 1 20 Watt car Valerie McMeen's birthday is Call 348-1 269. 
• amplifier $ 1 00; New 1 O" over Thanksgiving break. Don't 
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
 
..,..1 6 Ambassador B/W TV $60; 921 let her forget ii! Love, the Nice furnished 6 room Fuller Apt. 4. Centralia Gang & Co. house. Utilities included. Set · 26 25 up for 4 students. Phone 1 • Have a Happy Turkey Day 967-5579. 
00 Announcements :S'::r;_hi's. Love your xD u111e House - 3 large bedrooms, 
stove, refrigerator, carpet, 
garage. $330. 345-6850. 
5 
For Sale 
Stamps - 49 different unused 
plate blocks. All U . S .  
commemoratives. 9 2 1  Fuller 
Apt. 4. �--�----�25 
PREI� 
� - , 
Parts, Sales and Service 
for all Foreign, Sports 
and American Sub 
Compact Cars 
7 40 6th Street 
Charleston, IL 61 920 
(21 7) 348-1 505 
Foreign RPM 
wishes everyone a happy 
Thanksgiving! 
Floods R.R. Fish House has 
the Fanciest Fancy Guppies in 
Coles County . .  $1 and up . .  
African Ci�hlids, Plecostomus, 
live plants, Fish Medicines, 
Fish Food, Rock, Delux used 
70 Gal. Show Tanks Complete 
$250 or best. Call wk. days 4-
8. 345-247 1 .  
. --�-----25 
Healthy, happy puppies to 
give away to good homes. 5 
male, 2 female. Also 
husky/collie mother, quiet, 
good with children. Has rabies 
shot & wormed . Nancy 345-
2578 . .  ���������-25 
Have a Happy. Thanksgiving 
Delta Chis. We'll be thinking of 
you. Love your XO Little 
Sisters. 
�-------�2.5 
Cliff, Susie, and Judy 
Hockey Player: Hey turks, 
have a great break. See you 
when you get back. Love, OD 
& Whitelegs. ��������--25 
3rd Floor Party Animals: 
Always remember our Eff. 
roadtrip - Nobody sleeps 
alone, because we're too 
"Precious" - F.O. What's next? 
Look out Chambana - crack 
that whip! 9th Floor love, the 
Party Queens. 
-=-------�25 
T. Whitelegs, Happy Turkey 
Day! I miss ya! Have a good 
one in that "nothing" town. 
(only kidding!) Love, O'D. ���������-25 
Cami - Happy 20th Birthday. 
Hope your next 20 are as 
super as the first. Love, Mom, 
Dad, and Grub. · •  
�-�-�-��--"'5 
Fried chicken - fish - corn 
dogs - Adducci's, off 4th St. 
Carry-out and delivery. 345-
2829. Open 5 p.m. 
-����-���-00 
Lost: The Beav'. If folind call 
Wally 2001 or Eddie Haskell. 
2005. -'---------25 
�-----��-25 
In loving memory of Robin . 
._ 
. . 25 
S p i n o k e  H a p p y  
Anniversary. Love you. With all 
my heart .  Splnokio. · ---�-----25 
Ttmothy A. Schulz: We the 
9th floor goddesses wish to 
extend happiness and good 
will on your special day - that 
being · f':lov. 25th. Happy 
Birthday, Dupo! 9th floor Love. 
__
________
25 . 
Delta Sigs: I'm so happy and 
proud to be your sweetheart. 
Have a Happy Thanksgiving. 
Love, Sandie. 
. -· �.. 25 
Rock, Thank you for the best 
weekend a guy could ask for. I 
hope there is many more. 
Smile (Peanutbutter) · 
--------�25 
Sandy Sloty, J'll be in to see 
ya at the library more often. It's 
always nice to see a lady with 
some class. I'm only sorry I 
couldn't have met you a few 
years back . .  . :25 
To our Fantastic Little 
Sisters, have a great 
Thanksgiving. Thanks for your 
support this year! The men of 
Delta Chi. --------�25 
Sue, Judy Hockey-Player, 
Susie, Poobah, Tami, Laura, 
Becko, and everyone on 7th • 
Have a good one! O'D. 
'Angela - Have a 'Big 20'! 
Love, the W-Core Four. 
�--------25 
Happy Birthday Larry. You're 
adorable and I love you. 
Always, Diana . --------�25 
Announcements 
KFEP ABORTION SAFE 
AND LEGAL - Join Naral--Free 
Referals. 345-9285. -��-�����-oc 
Richey . Auction Service 
Route 1 6, Ashmore, IL Auction · 
sale every Thursday nigtlt 7 
p.m. New and used fu;t\iture 
store bpen Monday �fp!ay 
8 to 5. Saturday 8 to 1�·fh<>ne 
349-8822. . 
_________oo 
Birthright Cares - Gives Free 
pregnancy test Monday thru 
Friday 3:00 to 7:00 - 348-
855 1 .  
____ ___ 1 2/ 1 2  
Free quart of Coke with large 
pizza - delivery or pickup. 
Adducci's Pizza. 345- 9 1 4 1  , 
345-9393. . . 00 
Ancient space freighter 
Millenium Model A. "Falcon" 
holds record on Kasel run, 
engine good , revamped 
hyperdrive. Hidden storage 
compartments, usual cargo 
hold. Body needs work. Han, 
3 4 5 - 2 5 7 8 .  A s k i n g  
20,000,000 gold credits. Will 
throw in used threepio droid. 
25 
Roe's Lounge ·�1d the 
following support the 
� ' Panthers in the playoff 
game and basketball gaine 
this Saturday. John Henry 
Ward, Jerry Nikltas, Art 
L a u d e r b a c k , D i c k  
Moldroski, Kathy Trahey, 
Ann Royer, Scott Fishell, 
Dobie Holland, Lola 
Burnham, Betsey Guzior, 
Doreen. Wurster, Leah 
Westerhold, John White, 
Pat Suehla, Sheri Karamas, 
R o b i n  S m i th , · Ruth 
McDonald, Ken Greenbe, 
Claude Reins, Bob Becker, 
Bob M a r s h al l ,  Don 
Fredericks, Joe Sheeran, 
Mark Sheeran, Mike Viano, 
John Sward, Mary Kay 
O ' D o n n e l l ,  T h e resa 
Whiteside, Jm Anderson, 
Linda Chamesky, 9th Floor 
Lawson, Lancaster No. 22,  
Linda Fraembs, Laura 
Henry, Dawn Merchant, 
Becky F o o t e ,  Jean 
Wallace, Lee Conrad, 
Diane Biason, ' Michael 
Riordan , 6th Floor Carman 
INorth & South), Terry 
White, B. E. Levert, Sarah 
Coyle, Lisa Van Winkle, 
Karin Burrus. 
· 
--�----.2,4 
Lost and Fou nd 
Lost at Mother's, Brown 
checkbook and Drivers 
License. Please call Susan, 
345-931 5. 
--'------- __ 25 
Lost: l.arge brown leather 
wallet, contains personal 
papers. Finder please return to 
any office in · Lantz no 
questions asked. · · 
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COST PER 
DAY: 
NAME: 
1 0 cents per word first day, 7 cents per word each consecutive 
day thereafter (minimum 1 0  words) . Student rate: half price paid 
in advance. Name and phone number are required tor office 
purposes. 
-----:--------1PHONE�' · "' ___ ..._____..__ 
ADDRESS: 
··�···· ··� 
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Daily Eastern News box in Union 
or bring to News office in Student Services Building by 2 p.m. the day before it 
is to run (2 p.m. Friday tor Monday's paper) . 
_.,, 
.Ricky Robinson (32) springs for the ball as Warren Patten 
- ( 1 4 )  looks on at Saturday's 69-60 winning opener over Millikin 
University. (News photo by Tom Roberts) 
Tuesday's . - . .. 
- SRg!t�ews 
No�� 2 5 ,  1 9 80 · 
. . • 
' Powerfu l '  Bears claw for 
q uarter-fi na l  win Saturday 
by Dave Claypool . 
. Though the Saturday clash of Eastern and 
Northern Colorado will pit the No. 1 -ranked 
Panthers against the No. 8-ranked Bears, 
Eastern head coach Darrell Mudra is wary of 
his squad's first opponent in the opening game 
of the playoffs. 
"We sure as hell didn't want to play them," 
the third-year coach said. "They have a solid 
team which plays very physical and hard-nosed 
football. They have a very fine program . "  
'.fhe contest will begin at 12 :30 p.m. at 
O'Brien Stadium. 
Although last year's Bears could only 
manage a 2-8 record, the North Central 
Conference power bounced back to capture the 
league title this season with a 7-3 mark. 
Among the common opponents . of Eastern 
and Northern Colorado are Augustana College 
and the Universty of South Dakota. 
Northern Colorado whipped South Dakota 
40-0 and edged Augustana 38-23, while the 
Panthers beat the two teams 34-21 and 52- 1 3  
respectively. 
· 
' 'They're from a well-respected conference 
which always has a national contender," 
Mudra said. "Last season North Dakota made 
it to the playoffs and Nebraska-Omah� is 
always up there, so they're used to playing 
against some capable competition. , ,. 
Of the three defeats the Bears have suffered 
this season, one was a 17-16 loss to the nation's  
current No. 4-ranked team, Cal-Poly SLO. 
' 'Their one-point loss to Cal�Poly proves that 
they are a viable contender since they're No. 
4," Mudra · said. "They deserve to be in the 
game, Northern Colorado will be a stern test 
for Eastern's wide-open offense. 
"We'll find problems with every aspect of 
their ball club , "  Mudra said. "Their aggressive 
style will undoubtedly give us troubles." 
And UNC's aggressiveness does not stop 
with its defense. 
Averaging 3 1 2  yards an outing, including 204 
on the ground, the Bear's possess a ball-control 
type of offense. 
Leading the Bear's ground attack is freshman 
tailback Chris Coppa. 
Coppa has rushed for 690 yards and a 5-yard 
average this season while scoring a team-hiah 
eight touchdowns. 
The tailback is just one of 1 1  freshmen listed 
in the Bears' starting line-up. Included in that 
group is Coppa's backfield partner, Jim Bright. 
· Bright has averaged 4.9 yards per carry and 
has crossed the goal line four times. 
"They have a very fine ground game," 
Mudra said. "It's the type that won't make 
many mistakes, so we'll have to be prepared for 
it. • f  
- Although UNC has a respected rushing 
attack, its passing game leaves little to be 
desired. 
Quarterback Al Winslow has completed just 
46 percent o f  his aerial attempts while throwiq 
for just 108 yards per game. 
Yet despite the · Bears' strong and weak 
. points, a major factor. in Saturday's colUlt 
could be the lack of play UNC has experienced 
in the last month. Strong. test a waits 
cagers Saturday · playoffs." 
Before Northern Colorado takes the gridiron 
at O'Brien, it wili have played just one game in 
the previous four weeks. 
by Brian Nielsen 
E as t e r n  ' s  · b a s k et b a l l  
Panthers do not have long to 
wait this year for some very 
strong tests. 
Following their weekend 
season openet, Coach Rick 
Samuels' Panthers will travel 
to Central Missouri Saturday· 
to face the team ranked No. 1 
in NCAA Division II for most 
of last season, last year's top 
Division . II scorer and the 
coach Samuels assisted the 
past four years. 
Then · two nights later 
Eastern returns to Lantz Gym 
to challenge Indiana State� 
Evansville, which features 7-
foot-6 John Hollinden. · · 
So to say things should get 
tougher for Eastern than 
Saturday's 69-60 · win over 
D i v i s i o n  I I I  M i l l i k i n  
University has to be an 
understatement. 
"These are tough teams to 
play this early, especially at 
Central · Missouri, ' '  Samuels 
said. "This is a very respected 
team with all their starters 
back, and we have to play at 
their place." 
However, the Panthers may 
have a couple of things going 
for them Saturday against the 
team that was fifth in the 
preseason small-college ratings 
by Street and Smith magazine. 
· First, Samuels is hoping 
' Eaitern's  early season opener 
will help his squad this week. 
"This will be their season 
opener, so hopefully we'll be 
able to erase some of our first­
game mistakes, and they'll be 
the ones with the jitters, " · 
Samuels·said. 
Also, although he has not 
been able to scout · Central 
Missouri, Samuels has had the 
advantage . of working for 
Mules' coach Lynn Nance 
when both were at Iowa State. 
"Since I was with Lynn for 
four years, I feel pretty certain 
I know what to expect from 
him,''  Samuels said. "They 
will probably run a triple-post 
offense and play mostly man­
to-man defense with maybe 
some zone. "  · 
. 
Still, the Panthers will have 
to deal with the players that 
ran up a 26-2 record last year . .  
Six-foot-five forward Bill 
Fennelly, who scored 30.8 
points per game leads the 
Mules, but Sa!lluels said his . 
team also has to respect some 
other talented shooters. 
Six-foot-three Ray Stozier, 
5-foot- 1 1  Grey Giovanine and 
6-foot-O Roy Pearson, who 
averaged 12. 1 ,  9.8 and 8.8 
points respectively, are other 
top returnees. 
And the Mules are boosted 
this year by· transfer guard 
Kevin Fromm, who ·started 
some games as a freshman two 
years ago at Memphis State. 
"They're a lot like us-not 
too big, but good shooters," 
Samuels said. "We should 
match up against them pretty 
wen. · �  
And the Bears have some impressive statistics 
to affirm Mudra's praise. 
Possessing the NCC's top defense which 
allowed just 1 1 .3 points and 228.6 yard.s .per 
"It could affect them," Mudra said. "But it 
could affect them in a positive' way, because it 
could allow them enough time to heal some of 
their wounds. " 
· 
Veteran ·; frosh f in ish for t itles 
. 
. 
to en�ure grappler No . 1 rat ing 
by Brian Nielsen Wisconsin. 
S T .  L 0 U I S ,  Freshman Ryan and Bement 
Mo.-Individual titles by · "laid a foundation for higher 
veteran Geno Savegnago and success, "  by winning their 
freshmen Bob Ryan and Kevin weight classes Saturday, 
Bement topped Eastern's Clinton said. 
performances at the St. Louis "Ryan really wasn't pressed 
Wrestling Open this weekend. in any of his matches," 
No team scores were Clinton said. 
recorded, but Eastern coach The 142-pounder went 4-0 
Ron Clinton said he felt his and won his final match 1 1 -3 .  
Panthers lived up to their No. Bement had a little tougher 
1 ranking in the latest NCAA time in his title bout, but he 
Division II ratings by Amateur outlasted Norm Dahn of Park 
Wrestling News. Forest Junior College 1 1 -8 to 
"Missouri made the the best win the crown at 1 50 pounds. 
showing overall, but I felt we Mark Gronowski j ust · 
were the strongest Division II missed winning a title for the 
team there, "  Clinton said. second straight week wh�n he 
' '.S o u t h e r n · I l l i n o i s - lost 5-2 in overtime in the 167-
Edwardsville (ranked third by pound championship match. 
AWN) was also there." Also placing second was 
For the second week in a Eastern's 1 58-pound Denny 
row; Savegnago . breezed to a· Finkle, who was edged out 7,5 
championship in· his 1 90- in the final bout. 
pound weight class. The senior Gronowski and Finkle were 
and two-time 'All-American J:>oth 4-1 in the tournament . 
went 4-0 in St. Lc:mis and Rounding out Eastern's 
whipped Dennis Burns, finalists were 1 26-pound 
wrestling unattached, in the Derek Porter and 1 77-pound 
title match. Derek Waldrop, who both 
The previous week, the 190- placed fourth. 
pounder took first place at the Clinton said his wrestlers 
S po r t  S h o p  O p e n  i n  " s h o w e d  c o n s i d e r a b l e  . 
improvement from last week. 
But at the same time we have a 
lot of work to do this early. 
"But we do have a lot of 
talent and once we get some of 
the bugs worked out allll 
improve our technique, we'I 
.be a very successful team dill 
year," he said. 
Eastern · will send wrestllll 
to three different tourna..­
this week,  Clinton said. 
Several freshma_q will 
compete at Concordia, while 
others will go to either the 
Northern Open at Madison, 
Wis.,  or the Southern Open at 
Chatanooga, Tenn. 
Veterans, frosh finish for titles 
to ensure grappler No. I rating 
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